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Introduction
After translocation across or insertion into the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), membrane proteins have to fold, a process that is
assisted by a variety of ER resident chaperones (for a review see
Ellgaard and Helenius, 2003). Folding is monitored by ER quality
control mechanisms, and correctly folded proteins are allowed to
exit the ER by vesicular budding (Barlowe, 2003). Assistance in
protein folding and quality control are often overlapping functions
of ER chaperones. A folding intermediate is recognized by a
chaperone through such universal signatures as exposed
hydrophobic patches, unpaired cysteines, and proneness for
aggregation (Fra et al., 1993; Hellman et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,
1997). If initial folding is slow or fails, these features will continue
to be exposed and will ensure immediate re-binding to a chaperone.
By this mechanism, slow-folding proteins or proteins that misfold
will be retained inside the ER for extended periods of time. Some
ER retention mechanisms have additional complexity, such as the
calnexin–calreticulin cycle found in mammalian cells, where several
chaperones and enzymes together monitor the folding of
glycoproteins (Hammond et al., 1994; Parodi, 2000).
As well as aiding in protein folding and ER retention, some
universal chaperones such as calnexin and BiP possess a third
function in that they can target terminally misfolded proteins for
degradation (Brodsky et al., 1999; Denic et al., 2006; McCracken
and Brodsky, 1996; Plemper et al., 1997). Degradation of aberrant
ER proteins occurs mostly by a process called ER-associated
protein degradation (ERAD), whereby proteins are
‘retrotranslocated’ into the cytosol to be degraded by the ubiquitin–
proteasome system (for a review see Meusser et al., 2005). Core
components of the responsible machineries for retrotranslocation
are the ER membrane-embedded E3 ubiquitin ligases. In yeast,
there are two such ubiquitin ligases, Doa10p and Hrd1p, which are
found in distinct membrane protein complexes (Carvalho et al.,
2006; Denic et al., 2006; Swanson et al., 2001). Together they
promote retrotranslocation and degradation of most, if not all,
misfolded substrates in the ER. Whereas the Doa10p complex
targets membrane proteins with lesions in their cytosolic portions
to the proteasome, a route termed the ERAD-C pathway, the Hrd1p
complex retrotranslocates membrane proteins with misfolded
transmembrane domains (ERAD-M pathway) or membrane and
soluble proteins with defects in their luminal portion (ERAD-L
pathway) (Carvalho et al., 2006; Vashist et al., 2001). All pathways
converge at the cytosolic Cdc48p ATPase complex, which probably
provides the energy for retrotranslocation and for substrate transfer
to the proteasome (Carvalho et al., 2006; Rabinovich et al., 2002;
Ye et al., 2001).
Whereas the vast majority of misfolded proteins of the secretory
pathway are recognized early while still inside the ER and will
ultimately be targeted for ERAD, there are cases where a fraction
of these species exits the ER normally. This occurs if defective
proteins are expressed in large quantities or if export signals are
dominant enough that they compete with retention mechanisms
(Caldwell et al., 2001; Haynes et al., 2002; Kincaid and Cooper,
2007; Vashist et al., 2001). In either case, it becomes more evident
that the cell possesses additional, albeit less well-characterized,
quality control mechanisms in post-ER compartments that can
target aberrant proteins for degradation (Hettema et al., 2004;
Hong et al., 1996; Reggiori and Pelham, 2002; Wang and Ng,
2010).
One interesting but poorly understood protein modification that
occurs inside the ER is that of protein O-mannosylation, which is
one of a variety of possible O-glycosylation events that occur
throughout the secretory pathway (for a review see Spiro, 2002).
O-mannosylation is mediated by members of the protein O-
mannosyltransferase (PMT) family (Lussier et al., 1995; Strahl-
Bolsinger et al., 1993). PMTs are multispanning membrane proteins
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Summary
In eukaryotic cells, proteins enter the secretory pathway at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) as linear polypeptides and fold after
translocation across or insertion into the membrane. If correct folding fails, many proteins are O-mannosylated inside the ER by an
O-mannosyltransferase, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex. The consequences of this modification are controversial and the cellular role of
the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex in this respect is unclear. Here, we have identified the binding partners of yeast Pmt1p and Pmt2p. These
include ER chaperones involved in oxidative protein folding; the Hrd1p complex, which is involved in ER-associated protein
degradation (ERAD); and the p24 protein complex involved in ER export. The results suggest that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
participates in these processes. We tested this assumption in a functional assay and found that whereas the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
promotes fast ER export of the GPI-anchored protein Gas1p, it retains the misfolded version Gas1*p and targets it to the Hrd1p
complex for subsequent degradation. Our results reveal previously unknown cellular roles of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex in connection
with the ERAD machinery and show its participation in ER protein quality control.
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with seven transmembrane domains and two large luminal loops,
which together are needed for the enzymatic activity (Girrbach et
al., 2000; Strahl-Bolsinger and Scheinost, 1999). They are
conserved from yeast to humans although they appear to be missing
in plants (Willer et al., 2003). Single mannose residues are attached
to side chains of one or several serine or threonine residues. It was
reported that many proteins will be O-mannosylated inside the ER
only in cases where they misfold (Harty et al., 2001; Vashist et al.,
2001). The fate of misfolded proteins that have been O-
mannosylated is controversial. Whereas some of them seem
increasingly protected from degradation, others are reported to be
degraded by the cytosolic proteasome to which they are targeted
by an unknown mechanism (Harty et al., 2001; Hirayama et al.,
2008). Interestingly, like most ER chaperones or members of the
ERAD machineries, PMTs are upregulated during ER stress by the
unfolded protein response (UPR) (Travers et al., 2000).
This study aimed at identifying the cellular role of the PMTs
with respect to misfolded proteins. We identified the cellular
binding partners of yeast Pmt1p and Pmt2p, which are known to
form an active stochiometric complex (Pmt1p–Pmt2p) (Girrbach
and Strahl, 2003). Binding partners include ER chaperones involved
in oxidative protein folding; the Hrd1p complex, which is involved
in ERAD; and the p24 protein complex, which is involved in
protein ER export (Muniz et al., 2000; Schimmoller et al., 1995).
These findings suggest that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex might
participate in all these cellular processes. In a subsequent functional
assay, we tested this hypothesis and showed that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex is required for fast ER export of the GPI-anchored protein
Gas1p, whereas it retains the misfolded version Gas1*p and targets
it to the Hrd1p complex for subsequent degradation. Our results
put the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex in a category with ER chaperones
that function in ER protein quality control. We provide a model for
how the machineries for protein O-mannosylation, ER export and
ERAD are connected on a molecular level. Finally, our results
unify previously contradicting data for the role of the Pmt1p–
Pmt2p complex in ERAD.
Results
Interaction partners of Pmt1p and Pmt2p
To reveal the cellular function of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex, we
first asked which components it is associated with. We separately
tagged Pmt1p and Pmt2p chromosomally with a fusion tag that
contained a Protein A moiety and a calmodulin binding peptide
(CA tag) and expressed the proteins from their endogenous
promoters. These tagged proteins were fully functional
(supplementary material Fig. S1). Yeast cells were grown in
volumes of 3 l. After cell lysis, membrane fractions were isolated
and solubilized with 1% digitonin. Tagged proteins were affinity
purified together with their binding partners using IgG-coupled
magnetic beads. The eluate was subjected to SDS-PAGE followed
by Coomassie Blue staining (Fig. 1A). The visualized bands were
cut out and their identity determined by tandem mass spectrometry
(Table 1 and supplementary material Table S1). Alternatively, we
precipitated the entire eluate with trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and
identified the pool of bound proteins by tandem mass spectrometry
(Table 1 and supplementary material Table S1). A wild-type strain
without tagged proteins was used as a control in all experiments.
As shown in Fig. 1A, Pmt1p and Pmt2p were isolated together
but no abundant additional binding partners were visible (Fig. 1A,
lanes 2 and 3, bands 1 and 2; Table 1). However, a faint smear was
seen containing proteins of the p24 protein complex (Fig. 1A,
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lanes 2 and 3, band 5; Table 1). In Fig. 1A, bands 3 and 4 contained
residual IgG heavy and light chain from incomplete coupling to
magnetic beads. Using TCA precipitation, we identified additional
and less abundant binding partners of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex.
Along with proteins of the p24 protein complex, we found Cdc48p,
Hrd1p, Usa1p and Yos9p (components of the ERAD-mediating
Hrd1p complex), Ero1p and Pdi1p (proteins involved in oxidative
protein folding), Ubr1p and Cue4p (proteins involved in protein
ubiquitylation), Dfm1p (a distinct co-factor of the Cdc48p ATPase)
and Ted1p (a protein linked to GPI-anchor remodeling) (see Table
1).
In summary, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex associates weakly and
thus probably transiently, with ER components that have established
roles in protein folding and ER export as well as in ERAD. We
Fig. 1. The Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex associates with ER machineries
involved in ER protein export and in ERAD. (A)Interaction partners of
Pmt1p and Pmt2p. Wild-type yeast cells (con) or cells expressing either Pmt1-
CA or Pmt2-CA were lysed and membrane fractions solubilized with 1%
digitonin. The extract was incubated with IgG-coupled magnetic beads and
bound material analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining.
Visualized bands (lanes 2 and 3) and regions from the control reaction (lane 1)
were numbered, cut out and their protein content determined by mass
spectrometry (Table 1; supplementary material Table S1). (B)Yeast cells
expressing Emp24-3H with or without expressing Pmt2-CA were lysed.
Samples were analyzed directly (input; 5% of total material) or after
immunoprecipitation using IgG-coupled magnetic beads (IP:IgG; 95% of total
material). All samples were separated by SDS-PAGE (4-20% gradient gel) and
analyzed by immunoblotting (IB) with the indicated antibodies. The
arrowhead indicates the co-immunoprecipitated fraction. The star indicates
Pmt2-CA that was also recognized by the secondary antibody. (C)As for B,
but using cells expressing Pmt1-3HA with or without expressing Hrd1-CA.
The SDS-PAGE was performed using a 7% standard gel. The arrowhead
indicates the co-immunoprecipitated fraction. The star indicates Hrd1-CA that











thus hypothesized that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex itself actively
participates in these cellular processes.
Before testing our hypothesis experimentally we wanted to confirm
and visualize the interactions of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex with the
predominant binding partners that we identified: the Hrd1p complex
and the p24 protein complex. To this end, we constructed strains in
which two proteins were differentially tagged. As can be seen in Fig.
1B, a fraction of HA-tagged Emp24p (Emp24-3HA, a member of
the p24 protein complex) co-precipitates with CA-tagged Pmt2p
(Pmt2-CA). A control strain without Pmt2-CA did not bring down
tagged Emp24p (Fig. 1B, compare lanes 5 and 6). As can be seen in
Fig. 1C, we could co-isolate a fraction of HA-tagged Pmt1p (Pmt1-
3HA) with CA-tagged Hrd1p (Hrd1-CA, the E3-ligase of the Hrd1p
complex). Only faint background staining was visible if Hrd1p was
untagged (Fig. 1C, compare lanes 5 and 6).
To assess whether degradation of the tagged Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex by the Hrd1p complex leads to their observed association,
we performed a cycloheximide (CHX)-chase analysis of CA-tagged
Pmt2p. Surprisingly, Pmt2-CA was relatively unstable and was
degraded with an approximate half life of 1.5 hours (supplementary
material Fig. S2). However, the turnover was independent of Hrd1p
and thus the physical interaction was not due to degradation by the
Hrd1p complex (supplementary material Fig. S2).
Gas1*p is a substrate for the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex and
is largely degraded by the ERAD-L pathway
To address our hypothesis that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
participates in protein folding, ER export and ERAD, we next
looked for a suitable model substrate. Ideally, such a substrate
should normally be exported from the ER in a p24 protein complex-
dependent manner, whereas a mutant should be degraded via Hrd1p
complex-mediated ERAD. The GPI-anchored protein Gas1p comes
closest to these criteria. In its wild-type form, the protein leaves
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the ER depending on the p24 protein complex and is targeted to
the plasma membrane (Muniz et al., 2001; Muniz et al., 2000;
Schimmoller et al., 1995). Importantly, a mutant version of Gas1p,
Gas1*p, is unstable and degraded by an unidentified proteasome-
dependent pathway (Fujita et al., 2006). Interestingly, whereas
Gas1p is O-glycosylated by Pmt4p and Pmt6p alone, Gas1*p is
further O-glycosylated by Pmt1p and Pmt2p (Hirayama et al.,
2008). Thus, the wild-type protein Gas1p and its mutant version
Gas1*p appear well suited for our analysis.
We first confirmed that Gas1*p is O-mannosylated by the
Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex as reported previously (Hirayama et al.,
2008). To this end, we expressed chromosomally HA-tagged species
of wild-type Gas1p [Gas1p(HA)] or mutant Gas1*p [Gas1*p(HA)]
from their endogenous promoters in wild-type or in Pmt1–Pmt2
deletion mutant (pmt1pmt2) cells. We generally observed a
lower protein expression level in pmt1pmt2 cells than in wild-
type cells, which was also reflected in a reduced growth rate (data
not shown). As can be seen in Fig. 2A, Gas1*p showed an increase
in electrophoretic mobility in pmt1pmt2 cells as compared with
wild-type cells, consistent with it being O-mannosylated (Fig. 2A,
compare lanes 3 and 4, arrows). We occasionally observed a smear
above the major protein bands, but because the phenomenon was
rare we considered it unspecific. In contrast to Gas1*p, both the
precursor and the mature form of Gas1p migrated with similar
electrophoretic mobility in pmt1pmt2 and in wild-type cells
(Fig. 2A, compare lanes 1 and 2). To exclude the possibility that
the increase in electrophoretic mobility of Gas1*p in pmt1pmt2
cells results from defective N-glycosylation rather than from lack
of O-mannosylation, we performed an additional set of experiments
using the de-N-glycanase PNGase F to remove N-linked glycans
prior to SDS-PAGE (supplementary material Fig. S3) and co-
immunoprecipitation with the mannose-specific lectin
Concanavaline A (supplementary material Fig. S4B). Finally, the
Table 1. Summary of interacting proteins that were immunoprecipitated with CA-tagged Pmt1p (Pmt1-CA) or CA-tagged  
Tagged protein (bait)
Pmt1-CA Pmt2-CAInteracting
protein Functional category Individual Total Individual Total
Pmt1p 33[1] 36/32 35[2] 39/34
Pmt2p
O-mannosylation
28[2] 25/22 20[1] 22/21
Cdc48p ERAD – 1/2 – 18/3
Ero1p Protein folding – 2/2 – 3/2
Pdi1p Protein folding – 2/1 – –/1
Hrd1p ERAD – 1/– – 2/–
Usa1p ERAD – 2/– – 2/2
Yos9p ERAD – –/– – 1/–
Ubr1p Ubiquitin ligase – –/5 – –/–
Dfm1p Cdc48p cofactor – –/– – 5/2
Cue4p Ubiquitin binding – –/2 – 1/3
Ted1p GPI remodeling – –/3 – –/2
IgG hc [3] [3]
IgG lc [4] [4]
Emp24p – 2/2 – 2/2
Erv25p 1[5] 6/4 – 5/4
Erp1p 1[5] 5/5 2[5] 4/3
Erp2p
ER export (p24 complex)
– 2/2 4[5] 1/1
Bound proteins were identified using mass spectrometry. We analyzed either individual protein bands after their separation using SDS-PAGE and
staining with Coomassie Blue (individual) or the total protein eluate after precipitation with trichloroacetic acid (total). Numbers indicate the number of
peptides identified by mass spectrometry. For multiple experiments, numbers are separated by a solidus. The numbers in square brackets correspond to the
bands in Fig. 1A. See supplementary material Table S1 for the complete set of mass spectrometry data. Although Yos9p was only identified with one
individual peptide and would not pass our criteria as a true hit, we show it because it is a well-known Hrd1p complex component. IgG hc, immunoglobulin












aforementioned experiment to test for the functionality of tagged
Pmt2p showed a Pmt2p-dependent change in electrophoretic
mobility of Gas1*p over time (supplementary material Fig. S1).
Together, these data confirm that Gas1*p but not Gas1p is modified
in a Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex-dependent manner, strongly suggesting
that Gas1*p interacts directly with the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex and
is O-mannosylated.
Next, we asked whether Gas1*p is degraded via the Hrd1p
complex-dependent ERAD-L pathway as predicted on the basis of
the fact that the misfolded GPI-anchored protein is exposed entirely
to the lumen of the ER. To this end, we expressed Gas1*p in wild-
type and deletion mutants of the Hrd1p complex and performed a
CHX-chase experiment. As can be seen in Fig. 2B, lanes 1–4 and
graph, when expressed in wild-type cells Gas1*p is degraded with
a half-life of roughly 1.5 hours, consistent with previous data
(Fujita et al., 2006). When we tested deletion mutants of all
membrane-bound Hrd1p complex components (Hrd1p, Hrd3p,
Der1p,and Usa1p), we found that they stabilized Gas1*p whereas
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deletion of Doa10p (the central component of the ERAD-C
pathway) did not (Fig. 2B,C). Deletions of Dfm1p, Ubr1p or
Cue4p (other binding partners of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex; Table
1) did not influence Gas1*p turnover (Fig. 2C and data not shown).
These results show that Gas1*p is indeed targeted for degradation
by the ERAD-L pathway. Our results are different from those
published previously reporting that deleting Hrd1p had no effect
on Gas1*p turnover (Fujita et al., 2006).
It has been reported that the p24 protein complex has a role in
degradation of Gas1*p (Fujita et al., 2006). Because the p24 protein
complex has an established function in ER export of wild-type
Gas1p, the simplest scenario would be consistent with a p24 protein
complex-dependent ER exit of a fraction of Gas1*p and its targeting
for degradation from a post-ER compartment. However, our earlier
results showed that both the Hrd1p complex and the p24 protein
complex are present as associates of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex.
It could thus be that the p24 protein complex interacts directly with
the Hrd1p complex and has a role in targeting of Gas1*p to the
Fig. 2. The misfolded model protein Gas1*p is a substrate for the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex and is in part degraded by the ERAD-L pathway. (A)Gas1p(HA)
or Gas1*p(HA) were individually expressed in wild-type or in pmt1pmt2 cells. Equal amounts of cells were lysed and the proteins analyzed by SDA-PAGE (5%
standard gel) followed by anti-HA immunoblotting. Arrows indicate the O-mannosylated fraction of Gas1*p: p, precursor form; m mature form. (B,C)The
degradation of Gas1*p(HA) was measured in wild-type cells or in cells carrying the designated deletions after inhibition of protein synthesis by addition of
200g/ml cycloheximide. At the indicated time points, equal aliquots of cells were removed, lysed and the amount of remaining Gas1*p(HA) was analyzed by
SDS-PAGE (4–20% gradient gel) followed by anti-HA immunoblotting. The bands were quantified by densitometry and the results of at least three independent











ERAD machinery. To check this idea, we tested whether we could
co-immunoprecipitate members of the ERAD machinery directly
with Emp24p. As can be seen in Fig. 3A, we could not co-
precipitate Usa1p (a member of the Hrd1p complex) with Emp24-
CA, whereas the control reaction using CA-tagged Der1p
(Der1-CA), another member of the Hrd1p complex, readily brought
down Usa1p (Fig. 3A, compare lanes 4–6). Furthermore, we did
not find Hrd1p complex components as binding partners of Emp24-
CA when performing a large-scale pull-down experiment followed
by mass spectrometric analysis, as described in Fig. 1 (V.G. and
A.M., unpublished data). We then directly measured the degradation
of Gas1*p in p24 protein complex deletion mutants. Deletions of
either Emp24p or of Erv25p led to stabilization of Gas1*p (Fig.
3B, lanes 1–12), consistent with previous data (Fujita et al., 2006).
This fraction was not secreted or targeted to the vacuole (V.G. and
A.M., unpublished data). When we additionally disabled the
ERAD-L pathway using hrd1emp24 deletion mutant cells we
found maximal stabilization of Gas1*p (Fig. 3B, lanes 13–16 and
graph). Together, these data suggest that Gas1*p can be degraded
by two separate pathways: one is the ERAD-L pathway, which
depends on the Hrd1p complex, and the other depends on the p24
protein complex and is consistent with leading to protein
degradation from a post-ER compartment.
The Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex retains Gas1*p and ultimately
targets it to the Hrd1p complex for degradation
Next, we directly addressed the role of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
in degradation of Gas1*p. The physical interaction of the Pmt1p–
Pmt2p complex with the Hrd1p complex suggests that the Pmt1p–
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Pmt2p complex might target Gas1*p to the Hrd1p complex. In that
case, absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex would lead to a
stabilization of Gas1*p. If, alternatively, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
retains Gas1*p and prevents its retrotranslocation by the Hrd1p
complex, its absence should result in faster degradation of Gas1*p.
To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed a CHX-
chase experiment with deletion mutants for either Pmt1p or Pmt2p
or both. As can be seen in Fig. 4, deletion of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex drastically increases the turnover rate of Gas1*p, best
visible for the pmt1pmt2 cells, in which the half life was reduced
to approximately 45 minutes. This indicates that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex has an inhibitory function for the degradation of Gas1*p,
consistent with an ER retention function for the misfolded protein.
As mentioned earlier, some classical ER chaperones such as
BiP and calnexin are known to have multiple functions and play
a role in protein folding, protein ER retention and in targeting for
protein degradation. A similar function of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex to target substrates to the ERAD machinery or to the p24
protein complex could be masked by the retention effect that we
observed. We thus constructed triple mutants in which we deleted
Hrd1p or Emp24p in a pmt1pmt2 background and measured
the degree of stabilization of Gas1*p. This allowed us to compare
the amount of Gas1*p degraded by either pathway in the presence
and absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex. As can be seen in Fig.
4B, both triple mutants stabilized Gas1*p as compared with
pmt1pmt2 cells. However, the relative amount of Gas1*p
degraded via the ERAD-L pathway was markedly reduced in the
absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex, whereas most of the
Gas1*p was degraded via a p24 complex-dependent pathway (Fig.
Fig. 3. The p24 protein complex does not interact with the Hrd1p complex and is part of an ERAD-L independent degradation pathway for a fraction of
Gas1*p. (A)Wild-type cells (lanes 1 and 4) or cells expressing a tagged version of Der1p (Der1-CA; lanes 2 and 5) or Emp24-CA (lanes 3 and 6) were lysed and
samples were analyzed as for Fig. 1B except that membranes were immunostained with anti-Usa1p antibodies. The SDS-PAGE was performed using a 7% standard
gel. The arrowhead indicates co-immunoprecipitated fraction (note that the signal for Usa1p in the input fractions is low; lanes 1–3). Stars indicate Emp24-CA and
Der1-CA that were also recognized by the secondary antibody. The bracket indicates IgG heavy chains that were recognized by the secondary antibody. (B)The
degradation of Gas1*p(HA) was measured, quantified and plotted in wild-type cells or in cells carrying the designated deletions as described in Fig. 2. The SDS-











4C). Together with our data for physical interactions (Fig. 1C),
these results suggest that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex has a dual
role in the fate of Gas1*p: first, it retains the protein and prevents
its otherwise rapid degradation; and second, it ultimately delivers
the protein to the Hrd1p complex-dependent ERAD-L pathway
for degradation.
The Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex is required for the fast ER exit
of wild-type Gas1p
Because of the association of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex with the
p24 protein complex, we predicted that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
plays a role in ER exit of even wild-type Gas1p. If the Pmt1p–
Pmt2p complex possesses a chaperone function, it should promote
ER exit of Gas1p. We first tested whether Gas1p would be stable
in the absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex, which would be an
indication of its proper folding. To this end, we expressed
chromosomally HA-tagged Gas1p in wild-type cells and in
pmt1pmt2 cells and performed a CHX-chase experiment (Fig.
5A, lanes 5–12). As can be seen, Gas1p matured and was stable
over a period of several hours in wild-type and in pmt1pmt2
cells, which was consistent with the wild-type protein being folded
properly even in the absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex. As a
control, we show the typical pattern of Gas1*p that is being O-
mannosylated and degraded in wild-type cells (Fig. 5A, lanes 1–
4). We were aware of a minute decrease in electrophoretic mobility
of the mature form of Gas1p in pmt1pmt2 cells compared with
wild-type cells, the reason for which is currently unknown (Fig.
5A, compare lanes 5–8 with 9–12). Next, we directly addressed the
ER exit kinetics of Gas1p in wild-type cells and in pmt1pmt2
cells. We performed a radioactive pulse-labeling and chase
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experiment followed by immunoprecipitation of Gas1p (Fig. 5B).
As can be seen, the ER exit of Gas1p was markedly decreased in
pmt1pmt2 cells compared with wild-type cells, as judged by the
slower conversion of the precursor form into the mature form.
Whereas in wild-type cells about half of the Gas1p was converted
into the mature form within 10 minutes, the same process took
about 22 minutes in pmt1pmt2 cells (Fig. 5B). By contrast, the
ER exit of endogenous carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) was undisturbed
in pmt1pmt2 cells compared with wild-type cells, showing that
the overall kinetics of ER exit were not generally affected (Fig.
5C). These results demonstrate that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
promotes ER exit of wild-type Gas1p.
Discussion
We have shown that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex possesses
previously unknown cellular functions that are reminiscent of those
collectively termed ‘ER protein quality control’. The identification
of its binding partners and subsequent functional data provide a
relatively simple picture and suggest a model for how the Pmt1p–
Pmt2p complex performs quality control of ER proteins.
Our data also clarify some puzzling results with regard to the
degradation of misfolded GPI-anchored proteins. For instance,
although it was reported that Gas1*p is largely degraded by the
proteasome, a pathway to the proteasome could not be identified
(Fujita et al., 2006). Furthermore, although it was shown that the
Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex O-mannosylates Gas1*p, it has remained
unclear why and where O-mannosylated Gas1*p is targeted for
degradation (Hirayama et al., 2008).
In the model depicted in Fig. 6, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
plays the central and more universal role, whereas the function of
Fig. 4. The Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex has a
dual role in the fate of Gas1*p: initial
retention of the protein and its ultimate
targeting to the Hrd1p complex.
(A,B)Degradation of Gas1*p(HA) in cells
carrying the indicated deletions was
measured, quantified and plotted as
described in Fig. 2. The SDS-PAGE was
performed using a 4–20% gradient gel (A)
or 5% standard gel (B). (C)The degree of
Gas1*p(HA) stabilization when depleting
the Hrd1p complex was compared with
that when depleting the p24 protein
complex, both in the absence and presence
of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex (see











the p24 protein complex is restricted to GPI-anchored proteins,
like our model proteins Gas1p and Gas1*p. We base the latter
assumption on the fact that the p24 protein complex is associated
with Gas1p throughout its ER residence time and also during its
ER exit (Manuel Muñiz, personal communication). Accordingly,
we propose that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex binds to Gas1p that is
already associated with the p24 protein complex. Because the
presence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex promotes fast ER exit of
Gas1p (Fig. 5B), the simplest scenario would be that the complex
directly or indirectly aids in protein folding (Fig. 6A). This is
supported by two observations: first, Ero1p and Pdi1p, which
mediate oxidative protein folding, are amongst the binding partners
of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex (Table 1); and second, mammalian
cells express a highly UPR-regulated soluble protein in the ER
with homology to the largest luminal loop, loop 5, of the family of
PMTs (Fukuda et al., 2001; Hamada et al., 1996). This protein,
SDF2L1 in mouse, is also found in complex with other ER resident
chaperones (Meunier et al., 2002). Very interestingly, on the basis
of the region of homology between SDF2L1, Pmt1p and Pmt2p
and on functional studies with Pmt1p (Girrbach et al., 2000),
SDF2L1 should be incapable of mediating O-mannosylation. This
strongly suggests that the proposed chaperone-like function of the
Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex is distinct from its O-mannosylation
activity. Finally, p24 protein complex-dependent ER export of
correctly folded Gas1p occurs after dissociation from the Pmt1p–
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Pmt2p complex, which, in contrast to the p24 protein complex,
remains in the ER (Haselbeck and Tanner, 1983; Huh et al., 2003).
Like Gas1p, Gas1*p binds to the p24 protein complex and
subsequently to the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex (Fig. 6B). However,
since Gas1*p cannot be folded properly it continuously rebinds to
the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex and is thus retained by it in the ER
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 6B). This retention has at least two consequences:
first, Gas1*p is increasingly O-mannosylated with time in a Pmt1p–
Pmt2p complex-dependent manner (Fig. 2, Fig. 5A, Fig. 6B;
supplementary material Fig. S1 and Fig. S3); and second, the
Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex eventually targets Gas1*p to the Hrd1p
complex for ERAD (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6B). The precise molecular
role of O-mannans in Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex-mediated protein
retention and Hrd1p complex-mediated protein degradation is an
exciting subject to be addressed next. Because the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex can associate with the Hrd1p complex protein, O-
mannosylation should have a function different from targeting
proteins to the ERAD machinery. Consistently, O-mannosylation
is not strictly required for ERAD-dependent degradation of Gas1*p
because degradation via the Hrd1p complex still occurs in the
absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex (Fig. 4B). We tested whether
the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex might regulate substrate degradation
by O-mannosylating ERAD machinery components but found that
this is not the case (supplementary material Fig. S4). In another
model, increasing O-mannosylation of the substrate might help to
Fig. 5. The Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex promotes
ER exit of Gas1p. (A)Gas1*p(HA) or
Gas1p(HA) were individually expressed in
wild-type or in pmt1pmt2 cells and analyzed
as described in Fig. 2. p, precursor form; m,
mature form. The SDS-PAGE was performed
using a 5% standard gel. (B)Yeast cells
expressing Gas1p(HA) in wild-type or in
pmt1pmt2 cells were labeled with
[35S]methionine for 10 minutes and chased for
the indicated times. The cells were lysed and
Gas1p(HA) was immunoprecipitated using anti-
HA antibodies and analyzed by SDS-PAGE
(5% standard gel) and autoradiography. Protein
maturation was plotted over time on the basis of
the obtained fraction of mature protein form (m)
from total protein at indicated times (right
panel). Values were obtained using a
PhosporImager. The apparent rate for
maturation of Gas1p was calculated and shown
with linear regression after inclusion of the
value zero at time –10 (start of pulse). (C)The
same experiment with identical cells was
performed but the vacuolar peptidase CPY was
immunoprecipitated using anti-CPY antibodies.
p1, precursor form 1, p2, precursor form 2.











dissociate it from the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex and allow transfer to
the associated ERAD machinery. This model can be tested in the
future through the generation and utilization of suitable O-
mannosylation mutants of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex.
Depletion of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex leads to an ‘escape’ of
most of the Gas1*p from Hrd1p complex-mediated ERAD to a
p24-dependent, probably post-ER, degradation (Figs 4 and 6).
Redundant quality control in the ER, although abundant, is probably
not too stringent to avoid costly destruction of folding intermediates.
However, it becomes clear that the cell possesses additional and
less well characterized quality control systems in the secretory
pathway downstream of the ER that can target proteins for
degradation (Caldwell et al., 2001; Haynes et al., 2002; Vashist et
al., 2001; Wang and Ng, 2010). Although we cannot rule out with
certainty that the p24 complex is a member of such a post-ER
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quality control system, we did not find components with known
functional links to the proteasome or to the vacuole when we
analyzed the binding partners of Emp24p (V.G. and A.M.,
unpublished data). Thus, the pathway for p24 protein-dependent
Gas1*p degradation remains to be identified.
Apart from Gas1*p, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex has been shown
to O-mannosylate several other misfolded soluble or membrane-
bound proteins. Examples include KHN, KWW, mutant aspartic
protease I and mutant -factor, none of which are GPI-anchored
but all of which are subjected to Hrd1p complex-dependent ERAD
(Harty et al., 2001; Nakatsukasa et al., 2004; Vashist et al., 2001;
Wahlman et al., 2007). An overall increase in protein O-
mannosylation has also been observed upon inhibition of N-
glycosylation, which induces protein misfolding (Harty et al.,
2001).
We therefore suggest that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex can target
a wider variety of misfolded proteins to the Hrd1p complex. One
explanation why this conclusion has been missed so far and why
there is controversy about the fate of O-mannosylated misfolded
proteins is that classical tests for involvement of cellular
components in protein degradation measure the degree of inhibition
of substrate degradation in deletion mutants. However, our data
clearly show that the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex has a retention
function on top of its targeting function to the ERAD machinery,
which complicates matters. In addition, the cell possesses multiple
and apparently very dynamic pathways for protein degradation,
which can lead to the targeting of misfolded proteins to different
routes upon depletion of one pathway. Considering this, a more
combinatorial approach using mutants with disruptions in multiple
pathways was needed to obtain better insight into the several
functions of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex (Fig. 4). The same
arguments readily explain the kinetic alterations observed for ER
export of Gas1p and for the degradation of Gas1*p in the absence
of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex. Whereas the export rate of Gas1p
was decreased (Fig. 5), the apparent degradation rate of Gas1*p
was increased (Fig. 4). With respect to Gas1p, the delay of ER
export in the absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex is consistent
with loss of a chaperone that helps rapid folding of Gas1p (Fig.
5B). With respect to Gas1*p, faster degradation by a pathway
other than ERAD in the absence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex is
consistent with loss of both ER retention and targeting to ERAD
(Fig. 4).
Besides its general role in ER protein retention, ERAD and ER
export, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex might possess an additional
and more specific function for the folding and ER export of GPI-
anchored proteins. This is suggested by the physical link to the p24
protein complex, as only one of many known ER export factors.
Interestingly, we also identified Ted1p as a binding partner of
the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex but not of the p24 protein complex
(Table 1; V.G. and A.M., unpublished data). Ted1p was first
identified in a screen for proteins impairing the surface expression
of mammalian G-protein-activated Kir channel GIRK2 in yeast
(Haass et al., 2007). Likewise, the p24 protein complex components
Emp24p and Erv25p were among the only six other hits from the
376 tested deletions. It was previously shown that Ted1p and the
p24 complex proteins cluster in an epistasis mini-array (E-MAP),
which suggested a common biological function (Schuldiner et al.,
2005). Indeed, the maturation of Gas1p was delayed in a Ted1p
deletion strain similar to an Emp24p deletion strain (Haass et al.,
2007). The mammalian ortholog of Ted1p, PAGP5, is a GPI-
anchor remodeling enzyme and was recently shown to remove the
Fig. 6. A model for the role of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex in ER protein
quality control. The scheme illustrates the proposed role of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex in ER protein quality control for the tested model proteins Gas1p and
Gas1*p. The basic principle should also be applicable to other substrates (see
Discussion). (A)ER maturation of Gas1p (solid black arrows). After ER
translocation and GPI-anchor transfer and prior to ER export, Gas1p folds and
has its GPI anchor remodeled. Gas1p is probably associated to the p24 protein
complex throughout its ER residence time. Because the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex possesses some characteristics of classical chaperones and aids in
rapid ER export of Gas1p, it could be involved in protein folding and/or GPI-
anchor remodeling (thick gray arrows). (B)ER retention and degradation of
Gas1*p (dashed black arrows). Like Gas1p, Gas1*p associates with the p24
protein complex. However, an ER export competent fold cannot be achieved,
which results in extended association with the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex
(“Retention”), protein O-mannosylation (“O-mannosylation”) and subsequent
transfer to the Hrd1p complex (“Targeting for ERAD”) for retrotranslocation
and proteasomal degradation (see Discussion for details). Those Gas1*p
variants that can escape this primary ER quality control (the amount will
drastically increase when the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex is absent) will be
subjected to a second, as yet uncharacterized, control system, probably in a
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side-chain ethanolamine phosphate of the second mannose attached
to the GPI-anchor backbone. This activity is prerequisite for
efficient ER exit of GPI-anchored proteins (Fujita et al., 2009). In
a speculative model, the Pmt1p–Pmt2p complex might regulate
access of the Gas1p–p24 protein complex to GPI-anchor
remodeling enzymes and thus couple protein folding with GPI-
anchor remodeling. This scenario could be part of Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex-mediated Gas1p ‘folding’, as shown in Fig. 6A.
Materials and Methods
Yeast strains and plasmids
The strains used were isogenic to W303 (MATa leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1
ade2-1 his3-11,15) except those used in experiments shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3A and
supplementary material Fig. S2, which were isogenic to BY4741 (MATa his3 leu2
ura3). Tagging of proteins or genomic gene deletions were performed using
standard PCR-based homologous recombination techniques. Gas1*p(HA) was
integrated into the URA3 locus of yeast cells using the integrative plasmid pMF616,
which was a gift from Morihisa Fujita (Fujita et al., 2006). Gas1p(HA) was derived
from pMF616 by back mutation of the single base exchange using standard PCR-
based mutagenesis and integrated into the URA3 locus of yeast cells. All constructs
were sequenced.
Protein complex purification and co-immunoprecipitation
For mass spectrometry analysis, approximately 15 g of cells were lysed by grinding
in liquid nitrogen and the membranes sedimented. Membranes were solubilized in
buffer containing 1% digitonin (Calbiochem). The extract was incubated for several
hours with IgG-coupled magnetic beads (Dynal). After washing and elution, the
eluate was either precipitated with trichloroacetic acid (TCA) or separated by SDS-
PAGE, followed by Coomassie Blue staining and excision of individual bands. In
both cases, the proteins were identified by mass spectrometry. For co-
immunoprecipitation, essentially the same protocol was utilized, with the exception
that material from 200 ml cultures were used and cells were lysed using bead
beating. After SDS-PAGE, proteins were analyzed by immunblotting with antibodies
to HA (Roche) or Usa1p (Carvalho et al., 2006), or with rabbit IgG (Sigma).
Gas1*p(HA) and Gas1p(HA) degradation experiments
Cycloheximide shut-off experiments were performed in exponentially growing cells.
The shut-off was started by addition of CHX to a final concentration of 200 g/ml.
Equal volume aliquots of cell culture were removed at indicated time points and
moved to ice. Cells were lysed using 150 mM NaOH followed by addition of sample
buffer containing 1% SDS and heating. Cellular Gas1*p(HA) or Gas1p(HA) content
was probed by SDS-PAGE followed by western blotting using anti-HA antibodies.
To quantify bands with the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences)
a dye-coupled secondary antibody was used (Fig. 2B,C, Fig. 4A; supplementary
material Fig. S2). To quantify bands with a LAS-3000 Imaging System (Fujifilm
Lifescience) and Multi-Gauge Software, a peroxidase-coupled secondary antibody
was used (Fig. 3B, Fig. 4B; supplementary material Fig. S1).
Radioactive pulse-chase and immunoprecipitation
For in vivo pulse labeling, an overnight yeast culture was diluted and grown to an
optical density (OD) of ~0.8 at 600 nm. Cells equivalent to 5 OD were resuspended
in 1 ml medium lacking methionine, incubated for 15 minutes at 30°C, and labeled
for 10 minutes with 100 Ci/ml [35S]methionine (Perkin Elmers). Cells were diluted
to OD 0.8, supplemented with methionine and 200 g/ml CHX. Aliquots were taken
at indicated times, cells were moved to ice and supplemented with 10 mM azide,
pelleted, resuspended in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, and lysed
with glass beads for 7 minutes in a bead-beater, supplemented with 1% SDS, and
heated at 65°C for 10 minutes. Cell remnants were removed by centrifugation for 10
minutes in a microfuge, and the supernatant used for immunoprecipitation using
anti-HA antibodies. Immune complexes were isolated with Protein G-Sepharose (GE
Healthcare) and analyzed by SDS-gel electrophoresis and autoradiography using a
PhosphorImager (Fuji).
Calculating Gas1*p stabilization in hrd1 and emp24 cells in presence or
absence of the Pmt1/2p complex as shown in Fig. 4C
Gas1*p turnover in wild-type cells was determined from at least three individual
experiments by measuring remaining Gas1*p by western blotting as shown in Fig.
2B. The obtained values for individual timepoints were used for linear regression
using the least square method (LINEST function in EXCEL). We obtained R2 values
of 0.9344 or higher for each data set. The m values (ymx+b) for each individual
regression set were calculated, as well as the mean value and its standard deviation.
We then compared the m value obtained with wild-type cells with those obtained
with single deletion mutants (emp24 and hrd1). The deviation in m values of
mutants from those obtained with wild-type cells was taken as degree of stabilization
(stabmmut/mwt). Because we found Gas1*p is maximally stable in emp24hrd1
cells compared to the individual mutants (Fig. 3B), we assumed separate degradation
pathways and combined the individual determined degrees of stabilization to 100%
(stabemp24+stabhrd1100). Lastly, we plotted the degree of Gas1*p stabilization for
each mutant as a percentage of total, either in the presence of the Pmt1p–Pmt2p
complex (hrd1 vs emp24) or in its absence (hrd1pmt1pmt2 vs
emp24pmt1pmt2).
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